Airport Systems
Resource Management Xpress (AS-RMSX)

A simpler way for
airports to tackle
operational complexity.

All the information you need for real-time, intelligent airport
resource allocation and flight scheduling, now in one place.
Flight and resource planning optimized for small and medium-sized airports.
Airport Systems Resource Management Xpress (AS-RMSX) is a cloud-based, software as a service (SaaS) solution offering smaller airports a
simpler way to tackle the complexities of airport resource allocation and flight scheduling.
We’ve taken the most powerful features from our industry leading AS-Resource Manager and packaged them as a low-cost, quick set-up
solution that delivers a unified view of assets – gates, stands and baggage reclaim stations – so airports and airlines can optimize planning
and allocation of flights and airport resources.
Accurate data, in one place, is vital to an airport’s ability to plan and react and manage growth. By increasing operational efficiency, your
airport and your airline partners will maximize capacity, improve the passenger experience and enjoy significant cost and time savings
through fewer delays or disruptions.

If your airport has experienced these common operational challenges, AS-RMSX was designed for you!
Delays at your neighboring hub airport are
creating congestion in your ground operations.

You can no longer gather all the information you
need by simply looking out your terminal window.

Are your passengers landing and sitting on the
tarmac because a gate hasn’t been allocated?

Construction makes it trickier to plan operations
and update schedules and allocations on the fly.

Even during normal operations, manual planning
and updates to flight operations are too much.

Ensure that your growing airport is making
headlines for the right reasons!

Airport Systems
Resource Management Xpress (AS-RMSX)

Intelligent airport
resource management
Cloud-based, SaaS solution to promote
sustainable airport growth
• Deploy in the Cloud in one click or host on-site.

• • QUICK SETUP
• • CLOUD BASED
• • SOFTWARE AS
A SERVICE
• • SCALABLE
• • LOW COST

• Plan seasonal or day-of flight schedules.
• Understand how adding new carriers and routes
will affect your operations.
• Plan and allocate any asset: Gates | Stands | Checkin Desks | Baggage Reclaim Stations | Apron Assets
and Vehicles.
• Make changes to resource planning and allocation
configurations as fast as your operation changes.
• Automate the Seasonal Schedule Management
through integration with third-party flight data
providers or direct airline data feeds.
• Provide a holistic view of your season; identify
busiest days/hours and analyze bottlenecks at
peak times.
• Easily conduct seasonal, day of and what-if
scenario planning to simulate and optimize
operations during peak days/hours.
• Reduce delays and aircraft fuel consumption/
emissions by avoiding situations when aircraft are
forced to idle while waiting for a gate.
• Anticipate and prepare for the impact of
disruptive, planned or unplanned events like
sporting events, strikes or severe weather.
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